360° VIDEO
REALITY PLATFORM
SUITABLE FOR ALL YOUR
TRAINING NEEDS
Do you still like to absorb boring and theoretical training courses?
Edumersive is powerful e-learning platform for beginners and
training experts to virtually create any interaction imaginable.
Administer, create, train, assess, evaluate and analyze your custom
training course in a user-friendly way.

Create

Create simple and flexible work flow 360° training courses made for
individual or group viewing, by enriching them with 2D videos, images,
sounds, voice, points of interest and other (interactive) learning elements to
bring realism and reality experience to your complete training portfolio.

Train

Share your created training and immerse your participants facilitating their learning
experience in their own working environment anytime, anywhere.
- Learn by practicing individually or in a group.
- Experience real-life situations online or offline.
- Retain knowledge in a practical sense.
- Repeat endlessly or time permitting.

Evaluate

Training expert or instructor? Edumersive Analytics and Statistics assist you to trace and assess every individual
participant and further evaluate and develop the training portfolio.
- Assess on any mobile device or PC.
- Validate participants by remote proctoring.
- Export the results easily to a Learning Management System (LMS) via SCORM or xAPI.
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VR training increases
knowledge retention
by 75%.

82% of companies implementing
VR indicate that efficiency,
productivity, and safety benefits
exceed expectations.

70% of professionals believe that
more businesses will use VR when
training employees.

360° camera
Safety Training is 3D but is not always easy to create that safe 3D
playground to experience, educate, train and exercise.
By the use of a simple 360° camera, it now is! Create easily a
virtual playground with a load of possibilities for 3D training
and help your participants to re-gain the joy in training.

Prerequisites Edumersive
A training handbook including pre-defined learning goals, and
script for the intended virtual training course, combined with a
healthy dose of enthusiasm!

Modernize and improve your training portfolio within your organization?
CONTACT US NOW
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